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“As it Relates” … 

 

Hey guys,  (respect to all faiths…and Abraham is Abraham) 

 

Just a quick “as it relates” point of  light…so how does it all go back to the story of 

“Allah” Clarence 13? (Travelling M.C.s’ would do us all a favor by reading the 

book cover to cover…y’all know which one ) Everybody has their own faith, but 

if we are talking about the B topic which is related to the 5% movement, we need 

to understand that Black, Brown and Yellow are supposed to work together.  

 

Getting into “ciphers” and building, “word is bond”, “seeds”…Knowledge (Know 

the edge), Wisdom (knowledge manifested) and Understanding (standing under the 

knowledge and wisdom)...this all goes back to this time. So as a music culture, we 

should respect it’s meaning of  build and not destroying eachother. Our kids 

deserve this… 

 

Well, the B thing is actually connected to that history…Which is why we need to 

be clear about what it is? It’s actually about cultural empowerment, unity, and 

faith. Not Black or white! It’s spiritual discernment, not skin color. That’s what 

“Allah” was teaching. It’s knowledge is build or destroy…so he would say the 

present “create our own rules” version is not his understanding of  “God 

within”…because the NOI teachings are clear about self discipline, and righteous 

ways. The people’s crown of unity and empowerment is “the cream rising to the 

top”! 

 

That said, there was a huge Hiphop supernova that occurred in the midst of  what 

he called “wayward teachings”. This shows us how God has used it to the good, 
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and will be bringing the whole thing all the way around to teach the world about 

love… 

 

O.k., so with what we have left of the story….there is a rift between factions, that 

we have tried to help bring peace to….we don’t wish a “reconciling” on 

it…because it effects our peace…it’s just that one side wants to flash the money in 

the other’s face, and one wants to teach integration, and wants the other to pay for 

the mind crime and teaching the selfishness and polygamy thing…(which all sides 

are truly guilty of) The problem is that sooo many folks are not able to speak the 

“correct” English” or work in an office with the same mannerisms, which is why 

the Rap movement is so important to a lot of young kids… so as elders…let’s try 

to “reconcile” the whole thing ourselves, so kids can do what they do, gently teach 

the lessons over time…or it’s gonna be a mess…it’s all love people …no 

problem…let’s work towards a common goal of world peace.. 

 

 

So as far as why not helping the B subjects…well there was a many year argument 

between folks…as far as my directly related Brother (divine decided) and I…he 

woke up, had a great team to make his career with, made it happen, and still 

goin’…since I was the “offshoot” from a cultural heritage that was supposed to be 

a miracle to believe in or have hope about…I had to do my own thing…if there 

had not been such an argument (and “filled” with so many directly effecting 

industry relative faction arguments)…he and I (and some of  the other fellow 

musicians) would have collab’d a long time ago…My humility, and “fellow 

musicianness” was the good stuff… 

 

Another note though…well, not to mention, many folks wanted to make me feel 

“lesser”, because of my skin being different, and that I had family love and some 

things growing up…but now, their kids are those with “things”…so how do we 

raise the kids so they are humble and respectful?...good question…maybe the 

fellaz will share about that one… I wasn’t a competitor… “whatever, let’s get 
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together”… “the earlier reports were wrong”…but this was actually about unity, 

and beside I am part of them…so we all will find out over time… 

 

The word says that there has to be some division in order to bring light to it..…so 

maybe, there needed to be an argument, for there to be a resolution?…something 

that the world can relate to and understand…humans just HAVE to learn the hard 

way….we see a similar story over at another B situation…the argument is still 

doin’ it’s thang….as we are trying to move on…even though there are still 

arguments…ain’t fun…here’s to peace… “so we’ll keep tryin’ to magnify the good 

in eachother from a distance” and stay well everyone….. 

 

Cool then…that’s good for now….be well…take a rest for us….1love…peace 

 

 


